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Abstract
We point out the conceptual problems related to the application of the
standard notion of mass to quarks and recall the arguments that there should
be a close connection between the properties of elementary particles and the
arena used for the description of classical macroscopic processes.
Motivated by the above and the wish to introduce more symmetry between
the coordinates of position and momentum we concentrate on the classical
nonrelativistic phase space with p2 + x2 as an invariant. A symmetry-based
argument on how to generalize the way in which mass enters into our descrip-
tion of Nature is presented and placed into the context of the phase-space
scheme discussed.
It is conjectured that the proposed non-standard way of relating ”mass”
to the variables of the classical phase space is actually used in Nature, and
that it manifests itself through the existence of quarks. Some properties of
this proposal, including unobservability of ”free quarks” and the emergence
of mesons, are discussed.
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1 Introduction
The present paper has its roots in a long-held suspicion that the discrete quan-
tum properties of quarks and other elementary particles are closely linked to the
properties of a continuous arena used for the description of classical macroscopic
processes. This arena is usually thought to be provided by the spacetime. However,
as in physics one deals with Nature only through a language chosen for its descrip-
tion, this arena may depend on the language chosen. Thus, as the present paper is
concerned with the idea of introducing more symmetry between the position and
momentum coordinates of classical nonrelativistic physics, the arena in question
appears to be that of classical phase space, and the language that of a Hamiltonian
formalism, in which momentum and position are treated as independent variables.
Some aspects of this idea were considered already in ref. [1], where it was
pointed out that as the group of rotations in the three-dimensional space, treated
as an automorphism group of an underlying algebra, singles out the algebra of
quaternions, so the group of transformations in the six-dimensional phase-space
under some additional assumptions points to the algebra of octonions. With the
physical meaning of octonion nonassociativity fairly obscure, this route does not
lead far at present, however.
In the following the idea of introducing more symmetry between position and
momentum is pursued at a familiar associative level, tailored to admit a fairly clear
interpretation of at least some points.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section various problems with
the standard concept of mass as applied to quarks are presented. In this way
the observational basis suggesting the need for a different approach to the issue of
quark mass is laid out. Section 3 provides general arguments for a close connection
between the properties of elementary particles and the classical arena on which
these actors are thought to play. Then, phase-space symmetries are considered
in some detail, and an argument is presented on how to generalize the way in
which mass enters into our description of Nature. It is then conjectured that the
proposed non-standard way of relating the concept of mass to macroscopic variables
is actually used in Nature, and that it manifests itself through the existence of
quarks. In Section 4 the arguments of the preceding Section are used to generalize
the Hamiltonian of a standard spin-1/2 particle to the case of a non-standard mass
concept. Then, charge-conjugation is discussed and a simple-minded treatment of
a quark-antiquark system is presented. Section 5 points to a 25-years-old scheme
with composite leptons and quarks, which exhibits vague (even though superficial)
similarity to our proposal. Our final remarks are contained therein as well.
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2 The Problem of Mass
The standard concept of mass, originally introduced for the description of large
classical objects moving along well-defined trajectories and responding in a well-
defined way when subject to external forces, may be applied to free individual
elementary particles such as leptons, photons, or hadrons when appropriate care is
taken to account for their quantum properties.
Validity of this extrapolation from large and classical to small and quantum is
in particular confirmed by the successes of quantum electrodynamics (QED), our
best microscopic theory, when applied to electron, muon or the τ lepton.
However, while this theory permits us to predict some experimental numbers
(such as e.g. lepton magnetic moments) with astonishing accuracy, thus corrobo-
rating in detail the structure of the theory, and in particular the way mass enters
into it, it does not say anything about the ratios of lepton masses. In fact, the ques-
tion ”Who ordered that?” asked by I. Rabi when muon was discovered over half
a century ago, remains completely unanswered in the nowadays widely accepted
Standard Model (SM) of elementary particles, in which the appearance of several
types of leptons and the problem of their masses constitute a part of a larger puzzle.
2.1 Free Parameters of the Standard Model
The Standard Model has had many spectacular successes in correlating and ex-
plaining a vast body of elementary particle data. However, being in its very essence
a non-Abelian generalization of the Abelian theory of quantum electrodynamics,
the Standard Model inherits the limitations of the latter, thus in particular being
unable to provide any prediction for the ratios of lepton masses. In addition to
lepton masses, it also contains several further parameters with values completely
unexplained: e.g. quark masses, mixing angles and phases. Furthermore, in the
realm of strong interactions, the accuracy of the agreement of SM predictions (or
SM-inspired expectations) with experiment is in general significantly lower.
These shortcomings of the Standard Model may be viewed as indicating that
the solution to the problem of why elementary particles have these or other mass
values etc. may require New Physics. At present this term is used mainly to denote
any kind of departure from the Standard Model, tacitly assumed to be describable
within a field-theoretic approach. However, with no such departure having been
identified as yet, nothing is really known about ”New Physics”. Thus, the latter
may also involve going beyond the realm of quantum field theory.
Now, the SM quark mass parameters are introduced into the fundamental La-
grangian in a complete analogy with lepton masses. In its essence, therefore, the
SM quark mass is a standard classical concept. Other SM parameters (e.g. mixing
angles, phases) are more quantum-like in their nature.
The present paper deals with the conjecture that the extrapolation of the stan-
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dard classical concept of mass to quarks, assumed in the SM as an input, may not
be wholy warranted. As pointed out above, the concept of mass was originally in-
troduced for the description of the behaviour of individual classical particles; with
appropriate shift to the language of quantum physics the use of this concept was
then extended to the description of the behaviour of individual elementary particles
observed far away from the region of interaction. Quarks, however, are supposed
to be permanently confined in hadrons and have never been observed as individual
particles far away from the region of interaction. Thus, the applicability of the
standard concept of mass to quarks may be questioned. I believe that the fact that
free quarks have not been observed hints that quark theories should not be based
on the standard concept of mass. This belief is supported by conceptual problems
encountered in the Standard Model when the standard concept of mass is applied
to quarks. These problems shall be presented in Section 2.3.
In order to avoid imminent charges that the advocated point of view denies the
applicability of the concept of mass to quarks, it should be strongly stressed right
from the beginning that it is accepted herein that a parameter of the dimension
of mass and therefore some concept of mass may be assigned to a quark. Indeed,
despite the fact that separate individual quarks have not been observed (and con-
sequently that their mass cannot be directly measured in an experiment similar to
one that can be used for leptons or hadrons), there are many indirect indications
in favour of this view. What in my view remains open is the question whether the
direct, straightforward application to quarks of the standard classical concept of
mass, together with all implicit properties of such a mass, constitutes the proper
extension of the latter concept into the subhadronic world. I think that the appro-
priate question here is: ”what is the proper way of assigning a parameter of the
dimension of mass to a quark?”. In other words, I think that the present way of
extrapolating the standard concept of mass to quarks requires modifications.
In fact, for many years there was a heated debate whether quarks should be con-
ceived of as ordinary particles or as mathematical entities permitting a successful
description of hadrons. Development over the years proved that quarks interact in
a point-like manner, much like the leptons, thus shifting the concept of a ”quark”
more and more into the realm of ”ordinary” particles. However, there still remains
the question how much of this shift is really necessitated by the experimental infor-
mation available, and how much appears to represent our unjustified expectation
only. Interaction of quarks in a point-like manner, and the applicability to quarks
of the classical concept of mass constitute two separate issues. Therefore, the latter
should not be assumed on the basis of the former. Accordingly, following the general
view that the issue of masses constitutes a weak point of the SM (or rather a point
beyond that scheme), and in line with the arguments presented above, I believe
that the SM requires some reinterpretation as far as quark masses are concerned.
It is hoped that the argument later on, and in fact the whole paper, will clarify
my views in the matter, provoke some feedback, and perhaps help in the develop-
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ment of the ideas presented below.
2.2 Masses from Higgs Mechanism
In the Standard Model, all elementary particles acquire their masses through the
Higgs mechanism. One cannot consider this mechanism as representing a solution
of the problem of mass as defined above (i.e. explanation of the ratios of elementary
particle masses). Indeed, the Higgs mechanism merely shifts the problem to that
of the interaction of Higgs particles with matter fields. There is no apparent bonus
resulting from this shift: the couplings of Higgs particles to matter fields remain as
unconstrained as the masses and other parameters of the Standard Model.
Although the Higgs mechanism constitutes a crucial ingredient of the Standard
Model, allowing for renormalizability with massive gauge bosons, it has its short-
comings. On the theoretical side, it generates a constant term which contributes
to the energy density of the vacuum 55 orders of magnitude larger than observed.
On the experimental side, Higgs particle has not been observed as yet. On the
philosophical side, introduction of such a particle may be viewed as resulting from
human mind’s tendency to explain the natural phenomena in terms of material
objects rather than in terms of abstract concepts, a tendency that has misled us
several times in the past. Thus, the introduction of Higgs particle(s), while solving
a problem in the description of weak interactions, is regarded by many physicists
with some suspicion.
In fact, attempts to dispose of Higgs particle became more often recently. There
are proposals in which no such particle is present [2]. If Higgs particle is not found
soon, alternative approaches will certainly be pursued more often. Conversely, even
if Higgs particle were found, we would be still very far from the solution of the
problem of mass.
New hints on how to deal with the issue of mass could perhaps be unveiled
through a search for regularities in mass matrices for leptons and quarks. Interest-
ing attempts to derive lepton and/or quark mass matrices from some underlying
Ansa¨tze were made [3]. Some of these papers accept implicitly that the introduction
of quark mass ”a´ la lepton mass” is fully legitimate. However, as already hinted at
above, I think that it brings about serious conceptual problems, to be exposed in
more detail below.
2.3 Problems with Quark Mass
Let us return to the concept of quark mass and how it enters the present-day
theories. Within the Standard Model quark interactions are described by quantum
chromodynamics (QCD), the non-Abelian gauge theory of interacting quarks and
gluons. The concept of quark mass enters here at the level of Lagrangian in much the
same way as in quantum electrodynamics. Given the enormous success of quantum
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electrodynamics, the mathematical elegance of QCD - a non-Abelian generalization
of QED, and the asymptotic freedom property of QCD, so appropriate for the
description of characteristic features observed in the scattering at large momentum
transfers in terms of hadron constituents, this way of introducing quark masses
seems completely natural.
A problem appears, however, when one attempts to make a connection between
quark masses introduced in the way just described, and quark masses extracted in
various ways from the experimental data. Since individual quarks are not observed,
any such extraction must involve a great deal of theory.
However, there is no good theoretical way to make the connection in question.
Quark masses appearing in the Lagrangian (the so-called ”current” quark masses,
especially those of the light quarks) cannot be extracted from data at large mo-
mentum transfers, where theory is under better control, for two reasons. First,
in this region these masses are negligibly small in comparison to the momenta in
question. Second, we do not know how to make a theoretically sound (i.e. based on
the Lagrangian only) connection between quarks and the experimentally observed
hadrons. Because of the first obstacle quark masses have to be (and are) extracted
from low-energy and low-momentum transfer data. However, it is widely agreed
that in this region the second obstacle is particularly troublesome and that the per-
turbative approach to strong interactions of quarks must become invalid on account
of confinement effects, with nonperturbative effects becoming dominant. Unfortu-
nately, since the latter effects are not calculable they could affect the extraction in
an unknown way. In order to proceed, one has to make here additional assumptions
of phenomenological nature, thus leaving the solid ground of fundamental theory,
and admitting other ingredients besides the First Principles. At the very least,
therefore, the values of quark mass parameters extracted in this way are uncertain
in a serious way. This prevents sound confirmation of the concepts used and opens
doubts as to the meaning of the parameters extracted.
The simplest way of proceeding (and the one used very often) is to essentially
forget about the confinement of quarks and to perform the calculations perturba-
tively using Dirac bispinors for external quarks and standard Dirac propagators for
internal quarks. This is being done in the quark parton model and in all perturba-
tive Standard Model calculations, bringing in a serious conceptual problem. Indeed,
the pole present in the standard Dirac propagator, occurring at momentum square
equal to quark mass squared and corresponding to a free classical particle, should be
absent in the calculations as free quarks (in asymptotic states) are not observed in
the real world. Consequently, one wonders what is the meaning of all perturbative
calculations in which standard Dirac propagators and bispinors are used for quarks.
Yet, it is precisely through such calculations with standard Dirac quarks and their
propagators that information about quark masses is being extracted from the data.
Below we briefly recall a few important calculations of this type.
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2.3.1 External quarks (in initial/final hadrons)
Current quark masses
These are the masses used in the fundamental Lagrangian. For example, the ratios
of the current masses of light (u, d, s) quarks were extracted from the combinations
of the masses of kaons and pions [4] using standard Dirac bispinors for external
quarks. The relevant procedure considers quark currents, and in particular the ax-
ial current q¯γµγ5q, applying to its divergence the Dirac equation pˆµγ
µq = mcurrentq.
This leads to expressions proportional to the sums of current quark masses, and the
possibility of extracting them from the data under some additional assumptions.
Note, however, that using the Dirac equation means that we adjust quark momenta
and put quarks on their mass-shells, as appropriate for free particles. With mo-
mentum well-defined only when the associated wave is sufficiently long in ordinary
space, one should expect this procedure to be invalid for quarks ”confined to a small
region of space within a hadron”. Yet, it is such treatment of currents which, when
further ingredients are added, leads from hadron masses to the nowadays widely
accepted low values of current masses for the u, d, s quarks, with u, d current masses
of the order of a few MeV . While there is no doubt that important information is
being extracted in this way from the data, its meaning is blurred by the conceptual
inconsistency indicated above, raising in particular the question of the meaning of
the mass(-like) parameters thus extracted.
Constituent quark masses
In many papers the calculations were performed using the so-called ”constituent”
quark masses. These are not the masses present in the underlying Lagrangian,
but the effective masses approximately equal to one third of the mass of an ap-
propriate baryon, or a half of the mass of the corresponding vector meson. They
are thought to take into account in some effective way the effects of the confining
interactions. Thus, the effect of the confining interaction is thought to contribute
some 330 − 350 MeV to the effective quark masses. While these masses, being
defined independently from the Lagrangian, do not have such a strong theoretical
basis as the current masses, they work equally well in their respective domain of
applicability.
Originally, the constituent quark masses appeared when the magnetic moments
of octet baryons (i.e. proton, neutron etc.) were considered. Amazingly, the as-
sumption of constituent quarks described by Dirac bispinors and treated as free
particles (i.e. with pµγ
µq = mconstq), when supplied with the appropriate sym-
metry structure of three-quark baryonic states and the principle of additivity of
contributions from the individual quarks resulted in a very good description of
baryon magnetic moments. One faces here a conceptual problem again: the treat-
ment of constituent quarks as free Dirac particles leads to good results despite the
fact that individual free quarks are not observed, and that constituent quarks are
supposed to describe confined quarks. Many attempts were proposed in order to
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overcome such objections. For example, within the approach of a bag model, the
size of magnetic moments is set by the size of a bag to the interior of which the
quarks are confined. Despite such attempts, no improvement in the description
of magnetic moments followed. In fact, the best parameter-free model for baryon
magnetic moments is that of Schwinger [5], in which the size in question is set by
the (experimentally measured) masses of vector mesons, with the rest of the success
ensured by the spin-flavour symmetry of baryon wave functions alone.
2.3.2 Internal quarks
Perturbative treatment of the Standard Model leads to the appearance of quark
propagators which may occur in loop and/or tree diagrams. The resulting formulae
depend on quark masses present in these propagators.
Masses in loop propagators
An example of a calculation depending on the mass present in loop propagators
only is furnished by the prediction of the charmed quark mass. This mass was
predicted through the use of box diagrams with internal charmed quarks [6], and
applied to uncharmed external states. When experimental data were combined
with the formulae obtained in this way, a mass value of about 1.5 - 2.0 GeV was
predicted. This mass was believed to be mainly the current mass, as only small
(330 − 350 MeV or 20%) corrections from confining interactions were expected.
Subsequent experimental discoveries of charmed particles with effective charmed
quark mass around 1.5 GeV provided arguments in favour of the applicability of
such calculations.
Since the current masses of the u, d, s quarks, determined as described earlier,
are small when compared to the 330 − 350 MeV scale, for these quarks it is the
constituent quark masses that are expected to be appropriate for loop calculations.
In fact, the constituent masses of ”light” quarks were successfully used in a series
of loop calculations of meson formfactors [7].
Masses in tree propagators
The results of loop diagram calculations suggest that quark poles are present.
The unobservability of quarks suggests, however, that these poles should be absent.
This contradiction can be studied in tree diagrams, where the existence of quark
poles may be directly tested through the brehmstrahlung process.
The question if it is justified to use standard Dirac propagators for intermediate
constituent quarks in photon brehmstrahlung was resolved as a by-product of the
studies of weak radiative decays of hyperons (WRHD).
Calculations of the WRHD amplitudes in the framework of the constituent quark
model (only u, d, or s quarks were involved) appropriately generalized to describe
weak interactions, with poles due to intermediate constituent quarks and thus test-
ing the meaning of the constituent-quark description of baryon magnetic moments
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somewhat deeper, have resulted in the firm prediction of a nearly maximal pos-
itive asymmetry in the Ξ0 → Λγ decay [9]. This turned out to be in complete
disagreement with a nearly maximal negative asymmetry found later in experiment
[10].
The origin of the incorrect prediction has been traced to the presence of the
constituent quark pole. A correct description [11] of experimental data on WRHD
requires abandoning the treatment of constituent quarks a´ la leptons, i.e. with
mass-involving standard propagators, in favour of Gell-Mann’s concept of SU(3)L×
SU(3)R symmetry of currents [12], involving in its bare form no quark masses at
all, in clear analogy to the Schwinger’s treatment of baryon magnetic moments [5].
In effect, weak radiative hyperon decays showed that the treatment of con-
stituent quarks as ordinary Dirac particles with standard propagators, is generally
incorrect as it leads to a sharp disagreement with experiment, i.e. to artefacts.
What remains of the constituent quark approach is the description of external
baryons in terms of an appropriate spin-flavour wave function, with the dominant
role played by its symmetry, and with the concept of constituent quark mass un-
derstood (or better: defined) just as a half of the corresponding vector meson mass,
in agreement with the original ideas of Schwinger [5].
The situation presented above is deeply dissatisfying, not only because of the
existence of the conceptual problems and internal inconsistencies related to the use
of quark mass, but also because usually they are either unnoticed or swept away
”under the carpet”.
There are some hints, however. Namely, it seems that whereas the use of external
quarks endowed with standard mass leads to conceptual problems and, similarly,
the use of standard quark propagators in tree diagrams results in artefacts, in loop
calculations the concept of poles associated with quarks seems to work, at least
effectively and to some extent.
This suggests that the concept of quark mass (and/or the related pole) should
undergo some reinterpretation so as to still allow for some poles (or their analogues)
in the loop diagrams while clearly forbidding standard quark pole contributions in
the tree diagrams. This could be achieved e.g. by admitting the concept of mass
to hadrons only (consider e.g. [8], or the idea of hadronic bootstrap supplemented
with some quark degrees of freedom). On the other hand, if mass parameters are
to be assigned more directly to quarks, it does not seem appropriate to lay fault
with the dynamical confinement of quarks alone as the latter should kill the poles
everywhere, i.e. both in the tree and in the loop amplitudes. In the following
we will present an idea, induced by considerations outside of the Standard Model,
which forbids the appearance of standard poles by construction while still admitting
for quarks the concept of a mass parameter and which, as we hope, could shed a
different light on the issue of quark mass.
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3 Mass and Space
3.1 Fundamental Mass / Parameters
Ultimately, the resolution of the problem of mass requires finding a theory which
would assign dimensionless numbers to all mass ratios. In order to predict particle
masses, this theory should be accompanied by at least one additional constant of
the dimension of mass, which would set up the mass scale. (The Higgs appproach
fits into this philosophy as well, one of its problems lying in the said prescription
for dimensionless numbers).
This constant then plays the roˆle of a ”fundamental” mass. Alternatively, the
latter may be constructed from other parameters of the theory, deemed to be ”more
fundamental”. Then, the relevant parameters do not have to have the dimension of
mass themselves.
3.2 Quantum Numbers and Space
The origin of the proliferation of elementary particles and their quantum attributes
constitutes a problem untouched by the Standard Model. The variety of particles
and their quantum numbers, mass parameters, etc., are duly taken into account in
the SM, but remain completely unexplained in terms of any simple single underlying
principle.
When searching for such a principle one should note that some quantum at-
tributes of elementary particles are clearly associated with the properties of classical
macroscopic continuous space in which these particles are envisaged as ”moving”.
One can single out here the concept of particle spin and the corresponding classical
notion of macroscopic rotation. Likewise, the notion of chirality is related to the
existence of left-right symmetry in the macro-world. Similar connection between
properties of particles and space exists also in general relativity, where matter (i.e.
particles) defines and modifies the properties of space.
The above examples suggest that other particle attributes (e.g. particle types
and their quantized masses) should also be somehow connected to the properties of
the macroscopic space. In fact, it is philosophically very tempting to conjecture that
this should hold for all particle attributes. According to this philosophy, properties
of particles should correspond to properties of space and vice versa. Many attempts
were pursued along that way. Attempts to unite Poincare´ and internal symmetries
were shown to lead to a ”no-go” situation. However, what any such no-go theorem
really proves is that the one particular way (or class of approaches) considered in the
theorem is not acceptable. All other possibilities of connecting space and particle
properties (conceptually perhaps completely different) are not restricted in any way
and remain fully open until proven otherwise.
Arguments have also been presented that the macroscopic continuous classical
space and the elementary particles themselves should not only be closely connected
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with each other but actually constructed from a deeper level - the underlying quan-
tum pregeometry [13, 14, 15]. While not pursuing such arguments in detail, I
accept their resulting philosophy, i.e. the conclusion that space and particle at-
tributes should be intimately related, and that to any given particle attribute there
should correspond a certain attribute of classical macroscopic arena used as a back-
ground for the description of physical processes. In this context it is appropriate to
quote here the words of Penrose: ”I do not believe that a real understanding of the
nature of elementary particles can ever be achieved without a simultaneous deeper
understanding of the nature of spacetime itself” [13].
Now, it was argued above that theory should forbid the appearance of standard
quark propagators in the tree diagrams, while still admitting some meaning to their
presence in the loops. The simplest way to satisfy the first condition is to forbid
standard quark propagators right from the beginning. If one still wants to assign
some concept of mass to quarks, one has to detach the concept of quark mass from
that of the standard pole. This seems to require a broader theoretical structure.
Consequently, I think that this provides us with a hint that one needs to use a
broader concept of underlying macroscopic space.
3.3 Mass and Phase Space
Since our intuition seems to work best at the classical macroscopic level, it is at
this level, as I believe, that the generalization procedure should be started, with
the world of quantum attributes to be reached only later.
As noted in the Introduction, the arena used for the description of classical
processes depends on the language chosen. If one chooses here the Hamiltonian
formalism, it is the phase space - with independent position and momentum coor-
dinates - which becomes the arena. The change of background from ordinary space
to phase space seems to be the simplest generalization possible.
Now, let us note that the description of Nature in terms of the concept of space-
time as the arena on which processes may be visualised, required the connection of
such manifestly different notions as space and time into a single construct. In the
end this was achieved in particular through the use of the velocity of light c as a
dimensional constant permitting time and space to be measured in the same units
so that they may be transformed into each other, as suggested by the properties of
Maxwell equations.
Keeping in mind the conjectured connection between the properties of elemen-
tary particles and the classical background needed for their description, the string-
like properties of hadrons suggest an introduction of a different dimensional constant
κ of dimension [GeV/cm], which would make it possible to treat momentum and
position in a more symmetric manner, and admit their mutual transformations.
In a future quantum theory, yet to be constructed, the presence of both this
constant and the Planck constant should be sufficient to set the scale for all quan-
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tized masses. For the time being, however, I will consider momentum and position
as commuting variables. Over 50 years ago the idea of introducing more symmetry
between the canonically conjugated position and momentum coordinates of nonrel-
ativistic physics led M. Born [16] to his reciprocity theory of elementary particles,
in which he considered the concepts of fundamental length and fundamental mo-
mentum, and introduced the ”reciprocity” transformations x→ p, p→ −x.
The first decision one has to made when introducing κ is to decide whether one
should begin with the four-dimensional spaces of four-momentum and spacetime
coordinates, or rather with the three-dimensional spaces of momenta and positions
only. Below I argue that there are reasons for choosing the second alternative, at
least at the beginning. In fact, the classical Hamiltonian formalism exhibits sym-
metry between the three-dimensional momentum and position coordinates. Time,
however, occupies a distinguished position: it is a parameter upon which the po-
sition and momentum coordinates depend. An even more pronounced difference
between time and the position and momentum coordinates exists in quantum me-
chanics, where time is still a c−number parameter, while space (momentum space)
coordinates become operators. The present-day relativistic field theory, which does
unite special relativity and quantum physics, achieves this in a rather formal way
which may be argued to be unsatisfactory at the conceptual level [17, 18, 19, 20]. In-
deed, Finkestein called it a c−q theory, a merger of classical and quantum concepts
[21]. Although local relativistic field theory is enormously successful, predicting also
the existence of experimentally confirmed quantum correlations between spatially
separated events, the entailed issue of an instantaneous quantum reduction of a non-
local state vector does not seem to be in accord with the original spirit of relativity
[22]. The latter problem highlights the essential difference between time and space
in spite of these notions being united into the concept of the Minkowskian space-
time. Furthermore, one has to keep in mind that local Lorentz-equivalent frames
are not fully equivalent in Nature: the background radiation is isotropic in one such
frame only. Given this situation I think that it is appropriate to restrict our con-
siderations to the realm of nonrelativistic physics hoping that a proper treatment
of relativistic effects can be achieved at a later stage.
3.4 Symmetry Transformations
The introduction of κ permits the combination of separate invariants p2 and x2
into a single form p2 + x2, in which position and momenta coordinates enter on a
completely equal footing, and suggests subsequent consideration of all transforma-
tions that leave this form invariant. These transformations clearly include standard
three-dimensional rotations and ordinary reflections. As shown in [1] the set of
all transformations which leave the form p2 + x2 invariant, under the restriction
that also the Poisson brackets {pi, pk}, {xi, xk}, {pi, xk} are to be form invariant,
forms the group U(1)⊗ SU(3). The U(1) factor takes care of reflections (p′ = −p,
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x′ = −x) and the reciprocity transformations of Born (p′ = x, x′ = −p), the for-
mer being the squares of the latter; while the SU(3) group constitutes the extension
of the group of proper rotations, where the latter are understood as simultaneous
rotations of p and x.
In the six-dimensional space of (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6) ≡ (p1, p2, p3, x1, x2, x3) ≡
p⊕ x with the fifteen SO(6) generators Gik (= −Gki) given by
(Gmn)ik = δmiδnk − δmkδni, (1)
the eight SU(3) generators are as follows:
F1 = −H3 = G15 +G24 (2)
F2 = −J3 = G12 +G45 (3)
F3 = R1 −R2 = G41 −G52 (4)
F4 = −H2 = G34 +G16 (5)
F5 = J2 = G13 +G46 (6)
F6 = H1 = G62 +G53 (7)
F7 = J1 = G32 +G65 (8)
F8 = (R1 +R2 − 2R3)/
√
3 = (G41 +G52 − 2G63)/
√
3. (9)
These generators satisfy the commutation rules of the su(3) Lie algebra
[Fi, Fk] = 2fikjFj (10)
with totally antisymmetric structure constants fikj equal to 1 for ikj = (123); 1/2
for ikj = (147), (165), (246), (257), (345), (376);
√
3/2 for ikj = (458), (678); and
zero otherwise. The U(1) generator is
R = R1 +R2 +R3 = G41 +G52 +G63. (11)
The question now emerges in what way this U(1)⊗SU(3) group should be used
to generalize the old notions. In contemporary particle physics, when an enlarged
symmetry group is introduced, the action of new group generators produces new
objects (e.g. fundamental particles) from the old ones. Standardly, this is being
done at the level of a smallest-dimensionsal irreducible spinorial representation of
the group. There is no necessity, however, to employ the enlarged symmetry group
in exactly this way (for a remotely related remark see e.g. [23]).
3.5 Momentum and Mass
The ”p⊕ x” scheme as defined above does not yet really distinguish between mo-
mentum and position coordinates. It is only when the standard concept of mass
is introduced that a real difference between p and x appears. Namely, we observe
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that for individual objects separated from each other by large distances, be it in the
macroworld or in the world of elementary particles, energy of directly observed free
clasical objects (quantum particles) is defined by their mass and momenta, whether
via a relativistic or a nonrelativistic formula. Thus, the standard concept of mass
may be said to be directly associated with the concept of momentum p, not posi-
tion x. In other words, the six-dimensional vector (p1, p2, ...p6) is divided into two
triplets in such a way that one of the triplets (”p”) is associated with mass.
When the ”p ⊕ x” philosophy admitting transformations between p and x is
accepted, one naturally asks whether this division into momenta coordinates associ-
ated with mass, and position coordinates not associated with this notion is unique,
or not. In fact, the ”p ⊕ x” scheme suggests that the above division may not be
unique, and that the momentum and position coordinates could be treated on a
more equal footing. I shall now argue how this can be done. First, however, let
us note that transformations of the U(1) ⊗ SU(3) group were constructed to ef-
fect the p ↔ x transformations, not to act upon mass itself. Consequently, mass
(an invariant of the group of ordinary rotations) should also be an invariant of the
constructed group.
Within the ”p⊕ x” philosophy, the (unknown) mechanism generating standard
particle masses must somehow divide the 6-dimensional object ”p⊕ x” into a pair
{p,x} of canonically conjugated 3-dimensional variables p and x, with one of these
(p) directly associated with the concept of mass. However, the division of the 6-
dimensional object ”p⊕ x” into two 3-dimensional canonically conjugated objects
(i.e. into a pair {(generalized momenta), (generalized positions)}) may proceed in
several ways, leading not only to the standard form
{(p1, p2, p3), (x1, x2, x3)}, (12)
but also to
{(p1, x2,−x3), (x1,−p2, p3)} (13)
or to
{(−x1, p2, x3), (p1, x2,−p3)} (14)
or to
{(x1,−x2, p3), (−p1, p2, x3)}, (15)
where the signs take into account in particular the requirement that the Poisson
brackets of new momenta and positions are to be the same as before. Clearly, there
are other possibilities, including the cases when all pi and xk in the above pairs are
interchanged, such as eg. (for Eq.(13))
{(x1,−p2, p3), (−p1,−x2, x3)}. (16)
There are two sets of such choices of canonical momenta and positions: one with an
odd number of standard momentum components in the new canonical momentum as
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in Eqs (12-15), and one with an even number of standard momentum components,
as in Eq.(16).
All such new pairings of p1, p2, p3, x1, x2, x3 into the canonically conjugated mo-
menta and positions may be obtained from the standard pairing {p,x} via the
action of appropriate elements from the said U(1) ⊗ SU(3) group. For example,
SU(3) rotation by 90o using the generator H1, followed by an appropriate ordinary
rotation simultaneously in planes (x2, x3) and (p2, p3), leads to the first of three
pairs given above, i.e. to Eq.(13), which is also obtained by an appropriate rotation
by F3. Similarly, analogous rotation using H2 followed by an ordinary rotation or
(F3 +
√
3F8)/2 (H3 or (F3 −
√
3F8)/2) leads to Eq.( 14) (respectively: Eq.(15)).
Transformations of the standard pairing {p,x} using the SU(3) group lead
therefore to the first set of additional pairings, i.e. to three-dimensional generalized
momenta in which one component is a component of the standard momentum co-
ordinate, while the remaining two components are the components of the standard
position coordinate. The cases with p and x interchanged (two standard momenta
coordinates and one standard position coordinate constituting a generalized mo-
mentum together) are generated from the former cases by the U(1) generator R.
As already mentioned, transformations generated by R lead in particular to the
reciprocity transformations, i.e. they exchange {p,x} into {p′,x′} = {−x,p}. Con-
trary to the SU(3) transformations generated by Hi, the transformations induced
by R are clearly acceptable by the condition of rotational invariance. Furthermore,
p′2 = x2 could also be made acceptable by translational invariance upon an inter-
pretation of x as a difference of position coordinates of two objects. Despite that,
in our macroscopic world we do not seem to observe objects for which energy and
mass are connected with the standard position coordinates x in a way analogous
to that in which they are connected with the standard momentum coordinates p.
In fact, momentum ”p” was defined as this subtriplet of six variables p1, p2, ..., x3
which associates the concept of mass to energy, contrary to the other subtriplet,
”x”. This suggests that consideration of transformation generated by R may lead
outside the realm of objects with masses.
Thus, it is only through the SU(3) factor, the minimal simple-group extension
of the group of standard rotations, that one arrives at the proposal for how to gener-
alize the link between the concepts of energy, mass and ordinary momentum. While
I have no idea how the mass-generating mechanism actually operates, the SU(3)
symmetry present in the ”p ⊕ x” scheme suggests a unique way of applying the
standard concept of mass to 1+3 types of divisions of standard momenta and posi-
tion coordinates into pairs of canonically conjugated triplets. Accordingly, there are
three additional choices for generalized momenta, besides the ordinary momentum
p, which may be linked to the concept of mass. Each of these three choices clearly
violates ordinary rotational invariance (translational invariance is satisfied if x is
understood as denoting the difference of position coordinates). Thus, the objects
(if any) for which mass is linked with generalized momenta of the type (p1, x2,−x3)
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certainly cannot belong as individual objects to our macroworld since the latter is
rotationally invariant. These objects could, however, belong to the macroworld as
unseparable components of composite objects, provided the latter are constructed
in such a way that they satisfy all invariance conditions (rotational etc.) requested.
It is now very tempting to conjecture here that the three additional types of
objects, linking mass to three choices for generalized momenta and related to each
other by rotations, correspond to quarks. The unobservability of individual quarks
would then be directly related to this lack of rotational (and possibly translational)
invariance. An argument against the above proposal claiming that strong interac-
tions are known to be invariant under the transformations from both the homoge-
nous and inhomogenous Poincare´ group, including 3-dimensional translations and
rotations, is not a valid one. Indeed, we do know that any hadron, when probed by
objects exhibiting all required transformation properties (e.g. a photon, a W-boson,
etc.) does exhibit transformation properties compensating those of a probe, so that
the whole interaction is rotationally and translationally invariant. However, this al-
ways concerns the interaction with hadron as a whole, and never with an individual
quark (in the SM it is the interaction with a colour-singlet superposition of quark
currents, which - as far as colour is concerned - possesses the properties of a hadron,
and not those of an individual quark). If the individual quarks conspire in ensuring
the requested transformation properties of hadrons, the whole scheme could be a
viable one. Obviously, the conspiration mechanism should ensure that somehow
the quarks of a hadron might be described by rotationally covariant entities - i.e.
ordinary spinors. The difference with the standard approach would then be that the
objects of definite mass are not the objects with standard spinorial transformation
properties. This type of property is well known in the Standard Model where quark
states in which weak currents are diagonal and quark states in which quark mass
matrix is diagonal are not the same, but related by a unitary transformation. It
may be that the only essential difference of the present proposal with respect to
the SM is the relaxation of the standard way of treating quark masses. However,
further changes might also be needed.
Symmetry and simplicity of the scheme make me find it hard to believe that
Nature has not utilized the above possibility. Rather, the problem seems to me to
be how to put the above ideas into an appropriate mathematical form, and how
to develop the latter. In the next sections a simple construction will be proposed,
which satisfies certain of the requirements discussed above.
This construction is of a c− q type in the classification of Finkelstein, and thus
is most probably a great oversimplification, in particular when the complexity of
hadron physics is recalled. Yet, it exhibits a series of interesting qualitative proper-
ties and admits a simple interpretation. Although it does have some shortcomings
and is presumably a toy model only, I think it is worth presenting.
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4 Generalizing Dirac Hamiltonian
The content of the previous section suggests that the basic inputs of present theories,
which are based on the standard link between the concept of mass and momentum,
should be appropriately generalized. In particular this concerns the Dirac equation.
Indeed, no SU(3) ”p⊕x” symmetry is present in the Dirac equation: when the latter
is written down in momentum representation, it is completely oblivious to space
and time. It exhibits connection with space(-time) only through the quantum/wave
route with the help of the Planck constant of dimension GeV · cm. When restricted
to momentum-space representation the Dirac Hamiltonian does not exhibit any
quantum features, its properties being of a purely geometric classical nature.
Below we shall start with the Dirac Hamiltonian in momentum space and then
proceed to act on it with the SU(3) transformations discussed above. Now, one may
argue that there is an inconsistency here: the Dirac equation is relativistic, while
the proposed phase-space approach is nonrelativistic. For our purposes, however,
what is important in the Dirac Hamiltonian is 1) its algebra, and 2) the fact that
it leads to antiparticles. Now, as far as the algebra is concerned, the Dirac’s trick
of doubling the size of matrices (from 2× 2 to 4× 4), although originally needed to
linearize the form p2 +m2, is also needed to represent reflections (a nonrelativistic
concept, needed in the p2 + x2 scheme as well), since these cannot be described by
Pauli matrices alone. Thus, the matrices
αk =
[
0 σk
σk 0
]
= σk ⊗ σ1 (17)
β =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
= σ0 ⊗ σ3, (18)
with σk being Pauli matrices, and β needed to represent the reflection through
αk → βαkβ = −αk, should be appropriate in our nonrelativistic case as well.
The term αkpk is rotation- and reflection- invariant and is clearly appropriate for
the linearization of both the relativistic and nonrelativistic expressions for Hamil-
tonians, both containing p2. It is only when β, multiplied by the mass parameter
m, is added to αkpk and the whole expression is identified with a Hamiltonian, i.e.
HD = αkpk + βm, (19)
that one recovers a relativistically covariant expression. We will use the above
Hamiltonian not only because of its simplicity when compared to the analogous
Hamiltonian obtained when one linearizes the Schro¨dinger equation [24], but mainly
because it leads in a standard way to antiparticles and the well-known procedure of
charge conjugation which we shall need. What is important here is the form of the
relativistic relation to be linearized, in which energy, mass and momentum enter in
squares, unlike in the nonrelativistic case for which both energy and mass enter in
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a linear fashion:
2mE = p2. (20)
Should one insist on a manifestly nonrelativistic treatment, application of SU(3)
transformations to the linearized Schro¨dinger equation proceeds in a way fairly anal-
ogous to the Dirac case discussed below. It is only when charge conjugation (hence
antiparticles) is considered that a difference in the treatment of mass is needed
(see Section 4.2). Alternatively, we may argue that we do not really need the full
relativistic-invariance of the Dirac Hamiltonian: we may restrict ourselves to very
large ratios of mass to momentum, when the Dirac Hamiltonian may be considered
as approximating the strictly nonrelativistic case with the important addition that
it involves negative energy solutions to be interpreted later as antiparticles.
In order to proceed with SU(3) transformations on the Dirac Hamiltonian we
have to introduce x in addition to p (and m), and linearize the p2 + x2 (+m2)
form, still treating p and x as commuting variables. In order to do this we have to
enlarge Dirac matrices by doubling their size and introducing
Ak = αk ⊗ σ0 = σk ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ0 (21)
B = β ⊗ σ0 = σ0 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ0 (22)
Bk = = σ0 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σk (23)
with matrices Bk associated with xk. The above matrices satisfy the conditions:
AkAl + AlAK = 2δkl (24)
AkBl +BlAK = 0 (25)
BkBl +BlBK = 2δkl (26)
AkB +BAk = 0 (27)
BkB +BBk = 0 (28)
BB = 1 (29)
Note that because of the requirement that all the pixk mixed terms are to vanish,
and that x (and hence Bk) changes sign under reflection, Bk has to contain σ2 as a
second factor in the tensor product in Eq.(23).
Applying now the SU(3) transformation induced by H1 (followed by a rotation
in (2,3)-planes), i.e.
(p1, p2, p3; x1, x2, x3) → (p1, x2,−x3; x1,−p2, p3) (30)
(A1, A2, A3;B1, B2, B3) → (A1, B2,−B3;B1,−A2, A3) (31)
we arrive at the following counterpart of the Dirac Hamiltonian:
HR = A1p1 +B2x2 +B3x3 +Bm. (32)
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This Hamiltonian is not invariant under standard rotations, and - if x2, x3 are
not position differences - it is not translationally invariant either. Restoration of
rotational (and/or translational) symmetry would require addition of appropriate
terms. We shall discuss this in due time. Now, in line with the three possible ways
of choosing generalized momenta (cf. Eqs.(13,14,15)) two further Hamiltonians may
be constructed apart from the Hamiltonian of Eq.(32), namely:
HY = B1x1 + A2p2 +B3x3 +Bm (33)
and
HB = B1x1 +B2x2 + A3p3 +Bm (34)
The subscripts distinguish betwen these Hamiltonians, and were thought of as ab-
breviations for ”Red”, ”Yellow”, and ”Blue”, proposed in anticipation that the
above Hamiltonians will perhaps turn out appropriate for the description of quarks.
Note that under the above proposal the SU(3) group in question, which offers a
generalization of the rotation group, does provide a set of transformations leading
from the old objects to the new ones. However, this occurs at the level of a pair of
vectors p and x (or axial vectors, because SU(3) is not concerned with reflections),
not at the level of the spinorial representation of the rotation group [23].
4.1 Restoring Rotational Invariance
Consider now an ordinary rotation of the reference frame around the third axis by
an arbitrary angle φ. Matrices A and B transform under this rotation in the same
way as vectors p and x. Below we denote the transformed matrices and vectors
with a prime sign. Hamiltonian HB remains then form-invariant:
HB ≡ HB(x1, x2, p3) = H ′B(x′1, x′2, p′3), (35)
where the prime sign in H ′B refers to the transformed matrices A
′
k, B
′
k, whereas
Hamiltonians HR and HY acquire the following look:
HR(p1, x2, x3) = c
2H ′R(p
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) + s
2H ′Y (x
′
1, p
′
2, x
′
3) (36)
+sc(B′2x
′
1 +B
′
1x
′
2 −A′2p′1 − A′1p′2)
HY (x1, p2, x3) = c
2H ′Y (x
′
1, p
′
2, x
′
3) + s
2H ′R(p
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) (37)
−sc(B′2x′1 +B′1x′2 − A′2p′1 − A′1p′2),
with s = sinφ, c = cos φ. The sum of the Hamiltonians HR +HY is clearly form-
invariant:
HR(p1, x2, x3) +HY (x1, p2, x3) = H
′
R(p
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) +H
′
Y (x
′
1, p
′
2, x
′
3), (38)
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which is true if p1, p2 (x1, x2) constitute two components of a single vector p (re-
spectively x), as is implicit on the r.h.s. of Eqs. (36,37) . It is now obvious that
the Hamiltonian:
H = HR(p1, x2, x3) +HY (x1, p2, x3) +HB(x1, x2, p3) (39)
is form-invariant under arbitrary three-dimensional rotations. Consequently, with
the Hamiltonian as above, it does not matter whether we perform the division of
the six-dimensional object {p,x} into the three pairs of triplets of Eqs(13,14,15) of
a given frame of reference
(R) {(p1, x2,−x3), (x1,−p2, p3)} (40)
(Y ) {(−x1, p2, x3), (p1, x2,−p3)} (41)
(B) {(x1,−x2, p3), (−p1, p2, x3)}, (42)
or do this in the rotated frame for {p′,x′} according to:
(R′) {(p′1, x′2,−x′3), (x′1,−p′2, p′3)} (43)
(Y ′) {(−x′1, p′2, x′3), (p′1, x′2,−p′3)} (44)
(B′) {(x′1,−x′2, p′3), (−p′1, p′2, x′3)}. (45)
In the above considerations x1 (x2, x3) occurs in two Hamiltonians: HY andHB (HR
and HB, HR and HY ). In principle one could introduce here two different position-
type vectors x and y so that each of the three Hamiltonians HR, HY , HB would
depend on three independent components of generalized momenta: HR(p1, x2, y3),
HY (y1, p2, x3), and HB(x1, y2, p3). The analog of Eq.(39) would be still rotationally
invariant. Although this extension might be relevant, it is not needed for the pre-
sentation of our main idea. Consequently, below we shall have one position-type
vector only (x). If the requirement of translational invariance is imposed, x has to
be understood as a difference of position coordinates. We shall come back to this
issue in Section 4.3.
4.2 Charge Conjugation
As mentioned earlier, the Dirac Hamiltonian illustrates our ideas probably in the
simplest way, in particular permitting also the standard introduction of the opera-
tion of charge conjugation. In order to discuss the latter along the standard lines
we need to replace the up-to-now classical variables of p and x with operators.
First, we recall how charge conjugation operation is effected when electromag-
netic interaction is added to the Dirac Hamiltonian:
HD = Ak(pk − eAk) +Bm+ eA0, (46)
where Aµ denotes the electromagnetic field.
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In order to transform HD to a form in which its antiparticle content is explicit
(i.e. in which the positive energy solution corresponds to antiparticles) we have
to change the relative sign between pk and eAk. This is standardly obtained via
complex conjugation applied to both c-numbers and operators with the properties:
i→ −i, x→ x, t→ t, H → −H , p→ −p, Ak → A∗k (A∗1,3 = A1,3, A∗2 = −A2), B →
B∗ = B, Aµ → A∗µ = Aµ, and m → m, e → e [in order to describe antiparticles
when linearizing the Schro¨dinger equation one would have to use m→ −m (instead
of m → m) when E → −E (c.f. Eq.(20)]. Application of these rules to Eq.(46)
leads to
H ′ = A∗k(pk + eAk)− Bm− eA0. (47)
When the following matrix is introduced (τ 2 = 1):
C = −iσ2 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ τ = −C−1, (48)
which satisfies
CBC−1 = −B (49)
CA∗kC
−1 = Ak, (50)
the above Hamiltonian may be transformed to the standard form with an opposite
sign of charge:
H ′ → CH ′C−1 = Ak(pk + eAk) +Bm− eA0, (51)
as appropriate for the explicit description of antiparticles.
Now, when complex conjugation (defined as above) is applied to HR (with Bk →
B∗k and B
∗
1,3 = −B1,3, B∗2 = B2), one obtains the analogue of Eq. (47) (we skipped
the electromagnetic field)
H ′R = A1p1 − B2x2 +B3x3 − Bm. (52)
For HY and HB one similarly obtains:
H ′Y = B1x1 + A2p2 +B3x3 −Bm, (53)
H ′B = B1x1 − B2x2 + A3p3 − Bm. (54)
Choosing now
τ = σ2 (55)
which leads to:
CB∗kC
−1 = Bk (56)
or
CB1,3C
−1 = −B1,3 (57)
CB2C
−1 = B2, (58)
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we find that H ′R, H
′
Y , and H
′
B are transformed to
HR¯ = A1p1 −B2x2 − B3x3 +Bm, (59)
HY¯ = −B1x1 + A2p2 − B3x3 +Bm, (60)
HB¯ = −B1x1 −B2x2 + A3p3 +Bm, (61)
(Choices τ = σ0, σ1, σ3 do not lead to a rotationally invariant form simultaneously
for all three Bx terms in HR¯, HY¯ , HB¯.) Note that neither an ordinary rotation nor
reflection (Ak → BAkB = −Ak; Bk → BBkB = −Bk) can bring HR¯ into HR (i.e.
A1p1 → A1p1 and −B3x3 → +B3x3 ?) etc. Thus, even without considering the
charge explicitly, HR¯ represents an object different from that described by HR. In
summary, when we are given a Hamiltonian for a particle, we form a Hamiltonian
for its antiparticle by replacing e and x with −e and −x while keeping the rest of
the particle Hamiltonian unchanged.
4.3 Quark-Antiquark Systems
We are now in a position to consider a Hamiltonian for a quark-antiquark system.
In order to construct this Hamiltonian one has to add the Hamiltonians of system
components. Here one encounters a problem whether the matrices Ai, Bk for quarks
and those for antiquarks are distinct or identical. The simplest possibility is that
they are identical. Here, one may point out a parallel to the current-field identity of
hadronic physics, according to which the electromagnetic vector current jµ = q¯γµq,
involving matrices γi ↔ BAi is identical to the vector meson field, built out of
qq¯ pair. Consequently, we propose to add the Hamiltonians of red quarks and
antiquarks as follows:
HR +HR¯ = A1(p1 + p¯1) +B2(x2 − x¯2) +B3(x3 − x¯3) + 2 B m, (62)
where bars over momenta or positions identify these as physical antiquark variables.
Given the complexity of hadronic physics even in the meson spectrum only, this
proposal is most probably an oversimplification, but it exhibits several interesting
features. For xk (x¯k) we may now admit the position coordinates themselves and not
their differences only. (If an overall position coordinate X1, canonically conjugate
to P1 = p1 + p¯1 from HR + HR¯, were included in the definitions of x1 and x¯1 in
HY , HY¯ , HB, and HB¯ through x1 → x1 − X1, x¯1 → x¯1 − X1, the dependence on
X1 would cancel in HY + HY¯ and HB + HB¯ anyway.) The total rotationally and
translationally invariant Hamiltonian Hqq¯ of a quark-antiquark system is therefore:
Hqq¯ = HR +HR¯ +HY +HY¯ +HB +HB¯ = A ·P+ 2 B ·∆x+ 6 B m, (63)
where P denotes the total momentum of a system, and ∆x - quark-antiquark ”po-
sition difference”. Thus, one has to add contributions from all three colours and
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from both quarks and antiquarks to obtain a rotationally and translationally invari-
ant Hamiltonian. Hamiltonian (63) provides a particular mathematical realization
of the idea of conspiration mechanism which, as I believe, ensures that the indi-
vidual rotationally and translationally non-invariant quarks combine to form fully
acceptable states.
If we divide the total Hamiltonian into quark and antiquark contributions Hq
and Hq¯, we observe that while either of them lacks translational invariance, it is
rotationally invariant, e.g.
Hq = A · p+B · 2x+ 3 B m. (64)
With the first and third factors in the direct product of 2 × 2 matrices in the
explicit expressions for A,B, B transforming under rotations in the same way, this
Hamiltonian should be appropriate for a description of a system of total spin 0 or
1. However, its coupling to a photon goes solely through the first factor, i.e. is that
of a spin 1/2 object, as needed for a quark.
Let us also point out that with
γ5 ≡ −iA1A2A3 = σ0 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ0, (65)
anticommuting with both B and B, both the Bm and B · x terms are not chirally-
invariant, a property exhibited by mass terms in standard formulations. It is per-
haps also worth noting here that the analogues of definition (65), appropriate for
individual ”coloured” quarks, and defined in their respective subspaces through:
γR5 = −iA1B2B3 = σ1 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ1 (66)
γY 5 = −iA2B3B1 = σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2 (67)
γB5 = −iA3B1B2 = σ3 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ3 (68)
anticommute with the quark mass terms Bm as well, parallelling a similar property
of γ5 (however, the full meaning of these properties is not clear).
Translational invariance requires that we add the quark and antiquark contri-
butions Hqq¯ = Hq + Hq¯ as proposed above. This procedure maintains 0 and 1 as
possible values for the total spin of the composite system, and satisfies the condition
of the additivity of quark and antiquark charges.
Then, taking the square of Hqq¯ a´ la Dirac, we obtain
E2 = p2 + 4 ∆x2 + (6m)2, (69)
with the 4 ∆x2 + (6m)2 playing the roˆle of meson mass squared.
There are several interesting qualitative features appearing in a rudimentary
form in the above construction, with some of the important ones being:
• Additivity of quark charges. As usual, the charges of individual quarks have
to be adjusted so as to lead to correct meson charges.
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• Additivity of quark masses. First quark models often had such a property
built in by hand. Later it was viewed as an approximation.
• Appearance of a ”string” between points describing the ”locations” of a quark
and an antiquark. This was an argument in favour of introducing κ of di-
mension GeV/cm. An analogous constant (when Planck constant is added)
appears in the original dual string model of mesons [25, 26], which introduces
a constant of the dimension of cm2 in its definition of string action. This
dual string model exhibits various features in qualitative agreement with the
observed properties of hadronic amplitudes.
• Objects exhibiting well-defined properties of one type do not have well-defined
properties of another type.
For the description of baryons one needs an extension of the algebra of Ak, Bk
matrices (still with SU(3) symmetry properties). Indeed, in the construction dis-
cussed before there are only two 2×2 matrix factors transforming under rotation in
the standard way, while three such factors are needed to admit the description of the
spin of three baryon quarks. The corresponding matrices should be multiplied by
the available translationally-invariant three-vectors. Thus, in addition to the triplet
of momentum coordinates one needs two triplets of position coordinate differences.
However, from six canonical position coordinates (x, y) in general present in the
three Hamiltonians HR, HY , HB one can form only one triplet of position differences
x− y. Consequently, it is not clear to me how the baryon-describing Hamiltonian
should be constructed. Perhaps one should use the same triplet of position differ-
ences in both spinorial subspaces. This would suggest that in baryons one space
degree of freedom is actually frozen. Such a possibility was discussed at length in
baryon phenomenology [27, 28], and is a viable option in light of the experimental
information. Or maybe the overall position coordinate X canonically conjugated to
the total momentum P should be somehow introduced (a kind of analogue of the
”string junction” in the string model of baryons [29]). A deeper insight on how to
proceed with baryons would be very helpful.
5 Final Remarks
The approach of the preceeding Section proposes a particular mathematical real-
ization of the arguments of Section 3. It is formulated at the c − q level and for
this reason it is presumably still a toy model. However, it exhibits several very
interesting qualitative properties, which should follow in a natural way from any
more involved approach including the possibly underlying quantum pregeometry.
The considered scheme exhibits some (though somewhat superficial) similarities
with the rishon model of leptons and quarks [30], in which leptons of a given genera-
tion (e.g. e+, νe) are constructed from rishons T (of charge +1/3) and V (of charge
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0) as TTT and V V V , while coloured quarks of the same generation, i.e. ur, uy, ub,
and d¯r, d¯y, d¯b are the (ordered) composites V TT , TV T , TTV and TV V , V TV ,
V V T respectively. The rishon model suggests that our scheme should be doubled
to incorporate weak isospin. In line with the general idea that the attributes of
elementary particles should be somehow linked with the properties of the classical
arena used for the description of Nature, one should try to propose a correspondence
betwen this doubling and phase-space properties. Most probably it should be re-
lated to a relative relation between the momentum and position coordinates, as our
scheme, contrary to the standard approach, admits considering their independent
transformations. However, at this stage we prefer not to speculate on this subject
any further. Still, it should be mentioned that the rishon model was incorporated
in a much more elaborated scheme involving the standard SU(3)C ×U(1)EM gauge
invariance [31].
I hope that the proposed approach provides an interesting suggestion concerning
the unobservability of quarks and the concept of quark mass. Obviously, the ideas
put forward herein may constitute a mirage only. Should these ideas turn out to
be relevant, one could look further, guided by the conjecture that the problem of
mass is intimately connected or even identical to the problem of space (phase-space)
quantization.
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